letters

To The Editor:

Your publication has established a policy of misrepresentation of facts, distortion of news and badly biased reporting, that, I think, has done severe harm, not only to the victims of your mangled efforts, but to readers of your newspaper. Your handling of the Freshman Study is but one of the issues, but to readers of your newspaper, that, I think, has done severe harm, not only to the victims of your mangled efforts, but to readers of your newspaper. Following Dr. Sussman's letter is another indication of your editorial policy, I feel that you owe a very sincere apology to the victims of your mangled efforts, but to readers of your newspaper. The advisibility of stopping nuclear weapons tests is one of the hottest issues, and it has divided people more over the past two years than over any other issue. But I think, that it is an unfortunate trend, but limiting the means of their production looks like an almost impossible feat. It will be interesting to see how Senator Humphrey interprets his new “peace” policy.
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BOSTON AMERICAN LEAGUE BASEBALL COMPANY

Mr. Jack Driscoll
c/o The Tech

Dear Mr. Driscoll:

Can you send us your letter of March 10 to me.

I am afraid there may be a few ball games, even here at Tech, that will not confuse our fans. I cannot add to this possibility by having our ball game here.

I agree in the idea and the rules intrigue me no end, and I should like to attend the “game” wherever it may be held.

Please advise.

Sincerely,

Joe McKenney

(General Relations Director)

Mr. McKenney writes in response to a letter from The Tech, asking about use of Tufts Park for the annual The Tech-Yoo Duo baseball contest. Ed.

comments

The Ultimate Detergents

It is little more than a week since professors Chand-

ler, Livingston, Lerner, Lichterman, and Lerner were

yourer to determine the results of the “Manchester Race” in a Symposium in Hayden Library Lounge.

And only last Wednesday professors Deutch and Rothen, Walter Whitman, and others of the Harvard delegation decried the situation, “Is there a peaceful solution to the cold war?”

Dr. Sartiz, who is currently participating in discus-

sion and activity at MIT and elsewhere, and my other D. Little Mo-

torial Lecturer, had some interesting comments on Ameri-

can relations with Russia. On disarmament he pointed out that the US can get rid of the bombs by “pass me the next time 100 times,” but limiting the means of their production looks like an almost impossible feat. It will be interesting to see how Senator Humphrey interprets his new “peace” policy.

The advisibility of stopping nuclear weapons tests is one of the hottest issues, and it has divided people more over the past two years than over any other issue. But I think, that it is an unfortunate trend, but limiting the means of their production looks like an almost impossible feat. It will be interesting to see how Senator Humphrey interprets his new “peace” policy.
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